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Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is the third most common cardiovascular disorder. It affects people of both
genders at ages as young as 20 years. The increased number of VTE cases with a high fatality rate of 25% at first
occurrence makes preventive measures essential. Clinical narratives are a rich source of knowledge and should be
included in the diagnosis and treatment processes, as they may contain critical information on risk factors. It is
very important to make such narrative blocks of information usable for searching, health analytics, and decision-
making. This paper proposes a Semantic Extraction and Sentiment Assessment of Risk Factors (SESARF) frame-
work. Unlike traditional machine-learning approaches, SESARF, which consists of two main algorithms, namely,
ExtractRiskFactor and FindSeverity, prepares a feature vector as the input to a support vector machine (SVM)
classifier to make a diagnosis. SESARF matches and maps the concepts of VTE risk factors and finds adjectives and
adverbs that reflect their levels of severity. SESARF uses a semantic- and sentiment-based approach to analyze
clinical narratives of electronic health records (EHR) and then predict a diagnosis of VTE.

We use a dataset of 150 clinical narratives, 80% of which are used to train our prediction classifier support
vector machine, with the remaining 20% used for testing. Semantic extraction and sentiment analysis results
yielded precisions of 81% and 70%, respectively. Using a support vector machine, prediction of patients with VTE
yielded precision and recall values of 54.5% and 85.7%, respectively.
1. Background and introduction

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is the third most common cardio-
vascular disorder. It affects people of both genders, at ages as young as 20
years [1]. There are two types of VTE cases: provoked and unprovoked.
VTE comprises deep vein thrombosis (DVT), pulmonary embolism (PE),
or both. In addition to genetic risk factors, the increasing prevalence of
lifestyle and diet risk factors indicates a potential increase in the number
of VTE cases in the near future. A study that was published in 2000
predicted that in the US, 201000 first lifetime cases of VTE would occur
in the following year, 25% of these patients would die within 7 days of
the occurrence, and death would be so rapid in 22% of all cases that there
would be insufficient time for intervention to save the life of the patient
[2]. Studies have shown that the fatality rate associated with PE and the
rate of recurrent VTE, remain unacceptably high [3,4]. Preventive efforts
should begin with lifestyle measures to reduce the risk of VTE [5,6].
Cancer, diabetes, obesity and air pollution are critical VTE risk factors
that have been increasing in recent years. More importantly, they are
projected to increase dramatically in the near future [2,7,8].
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Lifestyle-related risk factors include air pollution, lack of sleep, travel,
and stress [9–11]. A thorough analysis of VTE risk factors identifies
negative changes in lifestyle, diet, and environment as main causes. Fig.
1 shows a graph that depicts a collective analysis and review of the
biomedical literature on cardiovascular and VTE risk factors, which de-
scribes the increase in the number of new cases for the top three diseases,
which are considered top VTE risk factors.

Obesity and diabetes are strongly correlated abnormalities that result
mainly from an unhealthy diet and an abnormal lifestyle.

The graph in Fig. 1 shows a collective analysis of 15 recent studies, in
which statistical analyses show the rapidly increasing numbers of cases
for both diseases [2,7–11]. For cancer, the number of cases remains
approximately constant. However, treatments for cancer such as radia-
tion and chemotherapy are of major concern in terms of blood clot for-
mation. There is a higher risk of occurrence than recurrence of VTE,
regardless of whether it is unprovoked or provoked, in patients who are
receiving chemotherapy and radiation treatments. Hence, prevention is
necessary. Instead of relying only on treatment of VTE after its occur-
rence, the focus needs to be shifted to preventing such a fatal incidence
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Fig. 1. Increasing rates of diseases.
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by predicting it. This new approach to prevention falls under the new
initiative of PrecisionMedicine that was declared by the U.S. government
in January 2015 [12]. Precision Medicine, as defined by Schork, requires
the use of a different type of clinical trial that focuses on individual, not
average, responses to therapy [13]. Classical clinical trials harvest a
handful of measurements from thousands of people. However, because
we belong to different ethnic groups and carry different genes, treat-
ments and medications might not have the same effects across the board.
The knowledge from various cases can be refined and filtered in a pa-
tient's electronic health record (EHR) to personalize her/his diagnosis or
treatment plan. Researchers need to probe the myriad genetic, environ-
mental, and other factors [13]. Our research takes a good step in the
direction of precision and preventive medicine by personalizing each
VTE case. We envisage that input from both EHRs and wearable body
sensors can be used for precision and evidence-based medicine for VTEs
[14]. Personal and familial data can be obtained from the patient's EHR,
while wearable body sensors can collect lifestyle data such as sleep and
activity data. Our lives revolve around multiple personal smart devices,
which can be interconnected to create the Internet of Things (IoT). This
allows data from different sources to be gathered and integrated. How-
ever, in this work, we focus on semantic and sentiment analyses of
clinical narratives of EHRs for early diagnosis of the first occurrence of
VTE.

EHRs are valuable for medical research, but much of the information
is recorded as unstructured free text, which is time-consuming to review
Fig. 2. SESARF framework for pred
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manually during the diagnostic process. This unstructured data may
contain valuable personal information about the lifestyle of the patient
and the familial health history, which might be critical for evaluating the
patient's potential for developing certain diseases. In the clinical domain,
much of the available clinical data is recorded as free text [15]. Usually,
primary care providers are the first to record patients' medical complaints
in an unstructured format, which can be critical in the diagnostic process.
There is a strong motivation for researchers to consider improving the
overall quality of care by making such narrative blocks of information
usable for searching, health analysis, and decision-making. Afzal et al.
developed the Smart Extraction and Analysis System (SEAS) for clinical
text extraction, which uses an automated approach that involves Natural
Language Preprocessing (NLPreP), named entities, and Pattern Recog-
nition (PR). The SEAS reduced the time and energy of human resources
that were spent on manual tasks [16]. Many efforts have been made in
this area to transform unstructured data into structured formats, with the
aim of saving time by reducing the tedious manual effort that is required
[17–19]. However, this transformation process can result in the loss of
some essential content, such as hidden risk factors. Therefore, we use the
unstructured form, without transforming it, to prevent loss of any critical
information from the clinical narrative.

Another important strategy for maximizing the amount of knowledge
that is extracted from clinical narratives is to use sentiment analysis on
the adjectives and adverbs in each sentence, to fulfill a specific purpose,
which depends on the field of research or study. With the emergence of
social media and automatic opinion mining, it has become essential to
measure the polarity of sentiments in users' inputs to better understand
the audience. Adverbs in sentences intensify, affirm, or modify of
meanings of the words that are associated with them. In one study, a seed
set of adverbs was extracted into a graph to determine the semantic
orientations of the adverbs and measure their proximities [20]. Another
study used a Part Of Speech (POS) tagger to identify phrases in the input
text that contain adjectives, adverbs, verbs or nouns as opinion phrases
[21,22]. Hartung proposed a new approach for adjective classification,
which is based on the concept of semantic classification [23]. Other re-
searchers defined a set of general axioms based on a classification of
adverbs of degree into five categories, which we describe later in Study
Design [24]. Their Adjective-Adverb Combination (AAC)-based senti-
ment analysis technique uses a linguistic analysis of adverbs of degree to
determine their relevance scores [24]. We found only two studies that
icting first occurrence of VTE.
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focused on linguistic features from clinical narratives. They demon-
strated state-of-the-art accuracy in automatically identifying Alzheimer's
disease from short narrative samples that were elicited with a picture
description task, and uncovered the salient linguistic factors with a sta-
tistical factor analysis [25]. The second study on linguistic analysis
showed that clinical narratives contain moderate numbers of sentiment
terms [22].

The goal of our study is to evaluate the hypothesis that early diagnosis
of VTE using a Natural Language Processing (NLP) approach on the
clinical narratives in an EHR can be predicted with high precision and
recall. This evaluation is performed by using semantic web technologies
and machine learning to identify the risk factors that are essential for the
diagnosis and their severity levels. To the best of our knowledge, no
semantic-based data mining study has been done to predict the first
occurrence of VTE. Our proposed model consists of semantic analysis of
unstructured data from an EHR to properly identify the risk factor key-
words and assessment of their severity levels using UMLS/MetaMap and
Linked Open Data (LOD) [26,27]. The impact of the risk factor severity
level on the prediction is crucial, as it provides a more accurate measure
for assigning weights to the identified VTE risk factors for VTE diagnosis.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

i. A novel framework, namely, Semantic Extraction and Sentiment
Assessment of VTE Risk Factors (SESARF), is developed. It not
only matches and maps the relevant concepts but also finds ad-
jectives and adverbs that reflect the level of severity.

ii. A new method is proposed for semantic enrichment on VTE risk
factors. It uses LOD and medical semantic rules to assess the im-
pacts of risk factors on one another in a patient's record.

iii. A new perspective is offered on selecting the feature set by
combining semantic and sentiment analyses of clinical notes from
EHRs to better predict VTE using a support vector machine
classifier.

We aim to 1) accurately and correctly extract hidden risk factors from
a clinical narrative and map them to UMLS and LOD concepts using a
semantic-based approach, 2) accurately and correctly assess and score
adjectives and adverbs that are associated with the identified risk con-
cepts, 3) build a feature vector for machine-learning-based classification
for predicting the likelihood of a patient having a VTE.

Our work is characterized by a) the originality of the proposed
approach, b) the area of focus in preventive medicine, specifically car-
diovascular diseases, and c) the pioneering attempt to prevent deaths due
to first occurrences of symptomless, unprovoked VTE, which have been
very rarely studied.

2. Methods

2.1. Study data

We use datasets from two main sources: Text Retrieval Conference –

Clinical Decision Support (TREC CDS) and the i2b2 heart failure chal-
lenge [28,29]. TREC CDS Track 2014 is a medical external resource,
which comprises biomedical documents and clinical narratives from
PubMed. It is focused on the retrieval of biomedical articles that are
relevant for answering generic clinical questions about medical records.
This dataset is the most relevant unstructured dataset that we use to
analyze clinical narrative portions from EHRs. The second dataset, which
is from I2B2, is a cardiovascular-enriched cohort. It records occurrences
of VTE for some patients, which will be used to confirm and validate a
diagnosis. We use both datasets with minimal preprocessing: segmenta-
tion to separate sentences and filtering for pre-diagnosis.

We use a dataset of 150 clinical narratives from both sources. We
train our Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier using 5-fold cross-
validation with 120 clinical narratives from patients' records, where
a total of 62 patients have VTE. The remaining 30 clinical narratives
3

are used for testing.

2.2. Study design

2.2.1. Semantic extraction and sentiment assessment of risk factors
(SESARF) framework

Clinical narratives are a rich source of knowledge that need to be
analyzed in the process of diagnosis or treatment, as they may contain
critical information on risk factors. This free-style data format is conve-
nient for expressing clinical activities in an EHR, but difficult to use for
searching, statistical analysis, and decision support. It is very important
to make such narrative blocks of information usable for searching, health
analysis, and decision-making. One of the challenges to making such
clinical narratives usable is the process of identifying medical terms or
terms for signs and symptoms, as they appear as different synonyms and/
or hyponyms. Moreover, most ontologies do not provide any relationship
property among these concepts to facilitate the process of identification.
More importantly, data from registry analyses and clinical trials suggest
that clinicians abandon ‘silo thinking’ when diagnosing VTE by consid-
ering the integration of cardiovascular risk factors and coronary artery
diseases to prevent the formation of DVT and PE [30].

To overcome these challenges, we propose a Semantic Extraction and
Sentiment Assessment of VTE Risk Factors (SESARF) framework, which is
illustrated in Fig. 2. It uses clinical narratives and an expert-approved list
(See Appendix 1 for a complete list) of VTE known risk factors as its
essential input. It consists of five tasks: 1) Semantic Extraction, 2) Se-
mantic Enrichment, 3) Sentiment Assessment, 4) Scoring Model, and 5)
Prediction through Classification.

1) Semantic Extraction is performed by our proposed algorithm
ExtractRiskFactor, which consists of identifying and extracting VTE Risk
Factors by using NLP through UMLS/MetaMap to identify UMLS concept
unique identifiers (CUIs), and mapping them to the expert list of risk
factors. To extract VTE risk factors from a clinical narrative, we first
preprocess it by segmenting it into sentences. We use MetaMap, which is
an interface for a UMLS NLP tool that recognizes terms and maps them to
UMLS concept unique identifiers (CUIs) [26]. We select the options and
parameters of MetaMap, as described in detail later. The MetaMap
threshold is set to maximize the number of identified CUIs. The
segmented clinical narrative is passed to MetaMap which in its turn takes
each sentence in the narrative to find CUIs. MetaMap returns the list of all
identified CUIs that match the risk factors identified in the clinical
narrative omitting only the negated ones.

2) Semantic Enrichment consists of two parts: the dictionary and the
semantic rules. We store every identified risk factor synonym or alter-
native concept in a dictionary for future use. LOD is a main source for our
dictionary vocabulary, from which we extract concept synonyms from
properties such as Alt, Label and Preferred Label. These are defined
properties of the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) for
describing the multiple definitions of similar signs and symptoms [31].

We store all of the identified risk factor synonyms and alternative
concepts that are obtained from multiple sources of Linked Open Data
(LOD) in a dictionary. LOD extends the Web by exposing, sharing, and
connecting pieces of data, information, and knowledge on the Semantic
Web using URIs and RDF. Examples of LOD sources that we used in this
study are Diseasome, DBpedia, and Bio2RDF [27]. The dictionary that we
create is updated every time the list of risk factors is updated.

Other concept properties, such as a relationship between concepts,
cannot be found in LOD. For this reason and based on the literature and
an expert's opinion, we compile a map of the causes and effects on each
other of VTE risk factors. The likelihoods of many VTE risk factors in-
crease with the coexistence of other risk factors. In addition, we studied
each risk factor's influences, such as which other factors increase or
decrease its severity level. For example, an existing study found a strong
positive association between overall obesity, as measured by body mass
index (BMI), and risk of diabetes [7,8]. Other studies found a relationship
between hypertension and each of glucose metabolism and sleep apnea
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[32,33]. We translate this cause-and-effect map into a set of semantic
enrichment rules, which we apply once we have identified all VTE risk
factors in a patient's record. Our semantic rules reflect the
cause-and-effect map of risk factors, in addition to taking into consider-
ation the likelihood weight of each risk factor in contributing to the
diagnosis. Semantic rules also affect the severity score for each risk fac-
tor. Our semantic rules are constructed by following this structure:
Risk factor #þlist of all increasing-effect risk factors #-list of all

decreasing-effect risk factors #likelihood score.
The rule consists of: 1) each risk factor followed by 2) the list of other

risk factors that increase its weight preceded with a “plus” sign, then
followed by 3) the list of other risk factors that decrease its weight pre-
ceded with a “minus” sign, and last 4) the risk factor VTE likelihood rate
assessed to affect the risk factor weight score.

Algorithm ExtractRiskFactor covers Semantic Extraction and Semantic
Enrichment, and produces a preliminary set of scores. It identifies VTE
risk factor concepts in each sentence of the clinical narrative. The last
step in Algorithm I ExtractRiskFactor is to assign a weight to each risk
factor that reflects its criticality among all VTE risk factors. We perform
this step based on a preliminary set of VTE risk factors and their likeli-
hoods, and statistical data that we gathered from the most recent studies
in the literature [10,11,30,34,35].

We calculate the risk factor weight as follows:

RiskFactorsweight ¼ RiskFactorsweight þ Likelihood_Factor

þ Risk_Factors_Score (1)

Eq. (1) is an incremental calculation of each risk factor weight by
considering its impact likelihood, which is based on its co-existence with
other risk factors and its original score when it was identified in a sen-
tence. This weight value is mainly used in the feature vector for
prediction.

3) Sentiment Assessment or Sentiment Polarity of Adjectives and
Adverbs is used to assess the severity level. Inspired by the use of senti-
ment analysis for automatic opinion mining, we aim to measure the
severity of risk factors by quantifying the polarity of sentiments in clin-
ical narratives, since adverbs and adjectives in sentences convey the in-
tensity of the meaning of words that are associated with them. A Part Of
Speech (POS) tagger is usually used to identify phrases in the input text
4

that contains adjectives, adverbs, verbs, or nouns as opinion phrases, so
we use a POS tagger in NLP to tokenize the adjectives and adverbs in a
sentence. Our sentiment analysis algorithm FindSeverity focuses on
evaluating adjectives and adverbs only to assess the severity levels that
are associated with the identified VTE risk factors in the text.
To measure a severity level, we design an API call to SentiWordNet
for the assessment of the positivity or negativity of an adjective or
adverb that is associated with a risk factor in a sentence [36]. Once we
identify a risk factor in a sentence, POS tagging allows FindSeverity to
find the closest term (within two words around the term), whether an
adverb or an adjective, for assessing the risk criticality. Through the
API call to SentiWordNet, FindSeverity finds the correct sense of the
term and labels it as either increasing or decreasing the criticality. For
example, the term “significantly” increases the criticality of the risk,
while the term “rarely” decreases it. In our study, we use the cate-
gories of adverbs that were defined by Benamara et al. to assess
severity levels when they are modified by adverbs of degree, as follows
[24]:

i. Adverbs of affirmation: these include adverbs such as absolutely,
certainly, exactly, and totally.

ii. Adverbs of doubt: these include adverbs such as possibly, roughly,
apparently, and seemingly.

iii. Strong intensifying adverbs: these include adverbs such as astro-
nomically, exceedingly, extremely, and immensely.

iv. Weak intensifying adverbs: these include adverbs such as barely,
scarcely, weakly, and slightly.

v. Negation and Minimizers: these include adverbs such as hardly.

In addition, we took into consideration the appropriateness of the
increase or decrease for specific risk factors, as the adverb might work
in an opposite sense. For example, lacking sleep has a negative po-
larity, but it obviously increases the risk. In addition, negation is
handled differently, as it implies omission of the risk factor. Negation
is also considered during risk factor extraction, in cases where it occurs
with negation triggers (e.g., not and no). This is reflected by a score of
zero.
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FindSeverity performs Sentiment Assessment and produces a partial
score to be used in the scoring model. It directly retrieves the polarity
scores of adjectives and adverbs from SentiWordNet. Then, it trans-
lates them according to a severity score model and applies the rules for
reflecting an increase in severity. The severity score ranges from 1 to 4,
where 1 is the lowest. For example, the adverb “significantly” can be
assessed with positive polarity, which means an increasing severity
level for a certain risk factor. For example, suppose diabetes A1C he-
moglobin is described as “significantly high”, where the SentiWordNet
score of “significantly” is 0.136 and that of “high” is 0.045. We score
“significantly high” with the average 0.0905, which is above the
highest threshold th¼0.075 of our score range. This leads to an in-
crease in the severity score by 2 points, as it is above the highest
threshold. The score reflects a level of severity that represents the
criticality of its contribution to the diagnosis. A “significantly low”

expression has an average score of (– 0.059), which does not yield any
increase in the severity score since it is below threshold tl¼0.04. This
important step directly affects the weight of the risk factor, which is
used in the later preparation of the feature vector for SVM.

4) Scoring Model: As described earlier, the scoring model is an in-
cremental module and is split in execution between semantic
extraction and sentiment assessment tasks as scores are cumulatively
being calculated. Once risk factors have been identified and associ-
ated with the relevant adjectives and/or adverbs, they are assigned
scores according to our scoring model. This scoring mechanism con-
sists of two steps: First, a score is assigned to each identified risk
factor and a weight is assigned based on the literature. Second, the
severity level is scored by assessing the sentiment impact of an ad-
jective and/or adverb that is associated with each risk factor. A
minimum score of þ1 implies that the risk factor exists, but with very
low severity. The minimum score is increased by a constant k when an
adverb completely affirms an adjective to increase the severity level.
The value of k is calculated on the scale of scores, relative to two pre-
set thresholds th and tl, which determine the value of the increase and
5

assign it to k. The final risk factor weights reflect the adjustments that
are made to the initial weights after incorporating the severity scores.
5) Prediction through Classification:We use support vector machine
as a classifier to distinguish patients with VTE from those who do not
present any signs or symptoms of VTE. SVM requires a vector for each
patient's record. We create this vector, which consists of identified
risk factors and their associated weights, including their severity
levels. These components are the features for each patient's record
that SVM analyzes to predict the possibility of that patient developing
a blood clot and make an early diagnosis.

Our choice of classifier was based on many factors, including studies
in the literature that provide evidence of the advantage of SVM over
many other approaches:

a) The results demonstrated that the accuracy and generalization per-
formance of SVM exceed those of back-propagation neural networks
as the training set size decreases [37–39].

b) Kernel methods are a class of learning machines that have become
increasingly popular tools in many applications, as they provide a
bridge from linearity to non-linearity [40].

Risk factor weights are used for prioritization and optimization pur-
poses, as they enhance the sparsity of data points/vectors. Similarly, we
use the radial basis function (RBF) as the kernel type for SVM because it is
a popular function for support vector machine classification. RBF sup-
ports the data sparsity property.

Moreover, feature selection with multivariate performance mea-
sures can be critical to successful prediction through classification of
SVM accuracy and precision [41]. F1-measure is a simple technique
that measures the discrimination of two sets of real numbers [42]. The
numerator indicates the discrimination between the positive and
negative sets, and the denominator indicates that within each of the
two sets. The larger the F1-measure is, the more discriminative the
feature is [42].



Table 1
SESARF experiments and parameters.

Variable Name Optimal Value Other Values

Adj./Adv. window size 4 [1..6]
MetaMap Threshold φ �300 �800, �500, �200, �400
SVM c parameter 1 [0.1 … 100]
SVM RBF γ 0.6 [0.03, 1]
Iterations 92 124, 85

Table 3
Parameter optimization and evaluation of SESARF with SVM prediction accuracy in %.

γ c

Training Phase
Prediction Accuracy in %

0.1 0.5 1 10 50 100

0.03 52 60 59 61 60 63
0.3 54 61 61 61 66 66
0.6 56 68 70 69 69 69
0.9 59 63 66 66 66 66
1 57 67 68 69 69 69
10 57 61 68 68 68 68
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3. Experiments and results

3.1. Parameter settings of algorithms I & II

Before initiating our experiments, we studied many parameters. The
MetaMap parameters, such as options “y” for Word Sense Disambigua-
tion, “u” for unique abbreviation, “negex” for negated expressions, and
“c” for conjunction, were set to true to evaluate a concept or term [26]. In
addition, we experimented with the threshold value for the MetaMap
internal scoring mechanism of sign and symptom concepts, to select the
concepts that will appear in the results. Some threshold values eliminated
some of the concepts from the results. We found that φ¼�300 is the best
threshold, as it maximizes the identification of sign and symptom con-
cepts based on our set of other parameters. In each sentence of the
clinical narrative, algorithm FindSeverity uses a window size of 4 to detect
adverbs and adjectives that are within 2 words of an identified risk factor.
As shown in Table 1, we experimented with different window sizes,
which ranged from 1 to 6. We found that size 4 was optimal, as the other
values yielded incorrect results, mainly because of the incorrect associ-
ation of some adjective and/or adverbs with a risk factor in the sentence.
Table 1 displays the different variable settings for the different experi-
ments that we ran.

We chose optimal values of gamma and c based on results of different
k-folds of cross-validation for k¼ [2,4,5,6]. Table 1 shows the optimal
values of parameter c in range [0.1… 100] and gamma in range [0.03…

1]. The second column in Table 1 shows the different values of selected
initial parameters that were considered, which resulted in very poor
precision and recall outcomes.
3.2. Evaluation of algorithms I & II

Now that we have set the parameters for MetaMap, ExtractRiskFactor
and FindSeverity, we can evaluate both algorithms with three perfor-
mance metrics, namely Precision, Recall and F1-measure, on a training
dataset of 120 clinical narratives. Let TP denote true positive, FP false
positive, FN false negative, TN true negative, P Precision, and R Recall.
We calculate the F1-measure [43]:

P ¼ TP = ðTPþ FPÞ (2)

R ¼ TP = ðTPþ FNÞ (3)

F1�measure ¼ 2PR=ðPþ RÞ (4)

Both ExtractRiskFactor and FindSeverity cumulatively produce a
feature vector for each clinical note. These vectors compose a matrix of
risk factor weights, which are used to training the SVM for prediction. We
use this matrix to train our classifier until all parameters have been
Table 2
Evaluation of semantic and sentiment algorithms.

Precision Recall F1-measure

Algorithm I: ExtractRiskFactor
Extraction of Risk Factors

81% 62% 70%

Algorithm II: FindSeverity
Scoring of severity levels

71% 64% 67%
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obtained and all risk factor weights have been optimized. The evaluation
results for Algorithms I & II are illustrated in Table 2.

ExtractRiskFactor yielded a precision of 81% in identifying and
extracting VTE risk factors from clinical narratives, while FindSeverity
yielded a precision of 71% in identifying and assessing the severity levels
of risk factors.
3.3. SVM parameter settings

We use the LIBSVM library to implement our SVM classifier, with
options that are described later, such as “svc” for support vector
classification as the type, and options that specify the kernel-type
function and the degree [44]. Considering the size of our training
data and to condense the information properly, SVM provides a sparse
representation. We use the Radial Basis Function (RBF) exp (-γ*ju-vĵ2)
as a kernel function. Gamma is the parameter of a Gaussian Kernel for
handling non-linear classification. We express RBF as f(x) ¼ wi hj(x),
where i is the number of risk factors [1 to 31] and j is the number of
training cases [1 to 120]. We set weight parameter wi to the vector of
risk factor weights that was calculated by Algorithms ExtractRiskFactor
and FindSeverity.

We trained our SVM with a dataset of 120 clinical notes, where 62
notes are labeled positive for VTE. Table 3 illustrates the prediction ac-
curacy of SVM with SESARF during the different experiments in the
training phase, in which the SVM parameters are optimized.

We use the measure of accuracy to evaluate the performance of our
SVM during parameter optimization only. Accuracy is the total propor-
tion of correctly identified labels and is calculated as follows [45]:

Accuracy ¼ ðTP þ TNÞ= TP þ TN þ FP þ FN (5)

After multiple experiments during the training phase, c¼ 1 yielded
70% as the best prediction accuracy of our SVM with 5-fold cross-
validation and an optimal value of γ¼ 0.6 after 92 iterations. Table 4
shows the precision, recall, and F1-measure for SVM performance during
the training phase, as described above.

We use 30 clinical narratives that were not in the training dataset for
testing. To maintain consistency in the evaluation measures, we evaluate
our SVM with the same three measures: Precision, Recall, and F1-
measure, as shown in Table 5. SVM prediction through classification
testing yielded a precision of 54.5% and a recall of 85.7% with c¼ 1 and
γ¼ 0.6.

We ran multiple experiments to find the optimal combination of
parameters for each phase of this research. MetaMap threshold and
window size were very carefully set, since they form an initial
Table 4
SVM Performance Evaluation (Training Phase). With c¼ 1, γ¼ 0.6

Precision Recall F1-Measure Accuracy

SVM Predictionþ SESARF 75.5% 61.5% 67.8% 69.8%

SVM Evaluation.



Table 5
SVM Evaluation Experiments (Testing Phase). c¼ 1, γ¼ 0.6.

Precision Recall F1-measure Accuracy

SVM Prediction 50.0% 28.6% 36.4% 70.8%
SVM Predictionþ SESARF 54.5% 85.7% 66.7% 75.0%
SVM Prediction þ Dimensionality Reduction 26.7% 57.1% 36.4% 41.7%
SVM Prediction þ SESARF þ Dimensionality Reduction 28.6% 57.1% 38.1% 45.8%
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parameter set, which is necessary for the successful execution of the
next phase. Low precision and recall were obtained initially due to 1)
the MetaMap threshold and 2) the window size value in the FindSe-
verity algorithm. First, the MetaMap threshold, when not set appro-
priately, resulted in many risk factors in the clinical narratives being
missed, which affected the precision and recall for detecting adjectives
and adverbs. When a risk factor is not detected in a sentence, no
associated adjectives or adverbs are detected. Second, the window size
for detecting an adjective or adverb that is near the identified concept
of a risk factor in a sentence is critical. When set to a small value, for
example 1 or 2, it might miss an adjective or adverb that is near the
risk factor concept, especially if there are articles or pronouns in be-
tween them. When set to a large value, in the range 3–6 inclusive,
adjectives and adverbs in the sentence are detected, but may not be
associated with the identified risk factor concept in that sentence. In
some cases, disassociation took place when there was more than one
risk factor concept in the same sentence. After multiple experiments
were conducted to determine the optimal values of c and γ, we
extended our evaluation of SVM performance by applying an F-score
dimensionality reduction technique to the features vector. The F-score
dimensionality reduction technique selected 26 out of 31 features
based on their high F-scores, which indicate they are the more
discriminative features [42]. We also used LIBSVM to implement the
F-score dimensionality reduction technique as a comparative baseline
for our SVM. Table 5 lists the evaluation results for each of the
following experiments: 1) SVM prediction without SESARF or dimen-
sionality reduction, 2) SVM prediction with SESARF, 3) SVM predic-
tion with dimensionality reduction, and 4) SVM prediction with
SESARF and dimensionality reduction. We ran the experiments on 30
clinical notes; c and γ were set to optimal values 1 and 0.6, respec-
tively, as described in Table 3.

The dimensionality reduction technique, namely F-score, was applied
within the SVM library for feature selection [42]. It yielded a testing
accuracy value of 72% with 26 selected features.

The result indicates that feature reduction did not deliver a more
precise prediction, compared to using all features. Every feature plays
an important role in the evaluation of each patient's record for a more
accurate diagnosis. Due to the absence of a comparative baseline in the
literature for assessing our framework, we also experimented with
running a simple experiment of SVM prediction in which only risk
factor identification was used, without any semantic enrichment or
sentiment analysis. This experiment yielded an SVM prediction recall
of 28.6%, in comparison to 85.7% recall for our SESARF framework,
while precision improved from 50% to 54.5% using SESARF. Another
SVM prediction experiment without the SESARF framework but with
F-score dimensionality reduction yielded a precision of 26.7% and a
recall of 57.1%. This result indicates that dimensionality reduction has
a negative impact on the results of SVM prediction. In addition, when
combining F-score dimensionality reduction with SVM and SESARF,
the results were constant in terms of recall but slightly improved in
terms of precision. These experimental results show that the combi-
nation of our SESARF framework with SVM performed better than all
other combinations: it achieved 30% improvement in the prediction of
VTE patients, with an F1-measure of 66.7%. This shows that semantic
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and sentiment analyses can be very valuable in predicting a diagnosis.

4. Discussion

Venous thromboembolism is the third most common and fatal
cardiovascular condition. It can be prevented with the appropriate use
of effective state-of-the-art technologies in high risk individuals. The
purpose of this study is to identify these high risk individuals before a
formal diagnosis to prevent fatalities. Our novel framework, namely,
Semantic Extraction and Sentiment Assessment of VTE Risk Factors
(SESARF), combines semantic web technologies and machine learning
to predict such occurrence. It matches and maps the relevant concepts
of VTE risk factors. It also finds adjectives and adverbs that reflect the
level of severity. The results in Tables 2 and 5, show that SESARF
effectively extracts the VTE risk factors from clinical narratives and
assesses their severity levels. The second row in Table 5 shows the
results of our proposed new method for semantic enrichment on VTE
risk factors using LOD and medical semantic rules. This method as-
sesses the impact of risk factors on one another in a patient's record.
Table 2 displays the precision and recall of both algorithms: Extrac-
tRiskFactor and FindSeverity. These two algorithms incrementally
build the feature vector for the predictor. In Table 5 when comparing
the second row to the first row, results show that the combination of
semantic and sentiment analyses on clinical notes from EHRs is better
to predict VTE using a support vector machine classifier. In Ref. [46],
they devised a new semantic enrichment algorithm for automatically
generalizing the lexical patterns found in the encyclopedia entries.
They extracted more than 2600 new relationships that did not appear
in WordNet [47] originally to semantically enrich the general patterns
extraction. The precision to find such patterns and relationships yiel-
ded 60–70% which compared to our semantic extraction and enrich-
ment precision of 81% indicates that our algorithm yields a minimum
of 10% better precision.

Our results demonstrate that such prediction is feasible and accurate.
In this study, we carry out three different analyses on the data: 1) general,
2) gender-based, and 3) age-based. Our test dataset consists of 57% fe-
male patients, and 52% of all patients are aged 40 or above. We make the
following observations:

1. Our algorithms and SVM classifier were able to correctly predict the
likelihood of a patient developing a VTE with high accuracy and
confidence.

2. Age group results did not contribute to any meaningful observations.
3. We identified a combination of predictors for VTE. We found there is

a strong association between the occurrence of VTE and the combi-
nation of the following three risk factors: diabetes, obesity, and
smoking. This combination seems to be a significant predictor for the
development of VTE when co-occurring with lack of sleep.

Based on the valuable input from our expert, we were able to
determine many VTE risk factors that some are rarely studied, spe-
cifically the lifestyle related ones. In comparison with the study in Ref.
[48], we found that we shared 14 VTE risk factors. Their complete list
consisted of only 21 risk factors while we enlisted a total of 31. They
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developed a new risk prediction model to quantify the absolute risk of
thrombosis at 1 and 5 years. The algorithm is based on simple clinical
variables which are routinely recorded in general practice records.
However, they completely omitted the unstructured data part of the
EHR which may have more risk factors than the ones they enlisted.
Our aim is to predict the occurrence of VTE before it happens. This is
why we rely more on primary care electronic health records. Upon
examination and analysis of the study in Ref. [49], we found that our
study was similar in terms of risk factors data such as age, gender, and
lifestyle information; however their prediction of mortality rate was
based on analysis of secondary care data yielding two times higher rate
than primary care. That study based on coded data may return a
differing result to one based on laboratory results [49]. Similarly, this
implication applies when comparing patients diagnosed in primary
versus secondary care. This indicates that since the mortality rate is
higher at secondary care, then prediction should take place at an
earlier phase. Our prediction model uses primary care data to prevent
such fatalities.

The results of our different experiments show that using our SESARF
framework, patients can be correctly diagnosed by relying only on text of
clinical notes as they may contain most of the structured data as well.
These results signify reinforcement for any other method of professional
diagnosis. Hence, our tool can be EHR-embedded to provide clinical
decision support and alert primary care providers of any potential VTE
risks for their patients.

Extensive testing can be done to study the different combinations of
risk factors, to obtain a more rigorous assessment of predictors. However,
to study all possible combinations of risks, a more comprehensive dataset
is needed, which can be obtained as part of our future work.

5. Conclusions

This study highlights the possibility of preventing fatalities due to
VTE and reducing diagnostic errors that are caused by disregarding the
clinical narrative portion of a patient's EHR. Our proposed model con-
tributes to the field of preventive medicine by predicting the occurrence
of first-time symptomless VTE with 54.5% precision and 85.7% recall.
This prediction may prevent many patients from having a heart or brain
stroke, or a pulmonary embolism, which can be fatal. Our predictive
framework uses a combination of the latest technologies for semantic and
sentiment analysis, medical ontologies through UMLS and a support
vector machine for prediction through classification. In addition to
applying the same approach to other diseases, our future work will
include the prediction of VTE location and type, such as DVT or PE,
through a more extensive analysis of risk factors and the use of wearable
body sensors to collect lifestyle data. Moreover, as scientists and physi-
cians make additional discoveries on linking risk factors, we plan to
extend our semantic enrichment rules according to additional evidence-
based knowledge on the causes and effects of risk factors and the com-
binations of VTE risk factors.

Summary

Venous thromboembolism (VTE) is the third most common car-
diovascular disorder. It affects people of both genders at ages as young
as 20 years. The increased number of VTE cases with a high fatality
rate of 25% at first occurrence makes preventive measures essential.
Mining clinical narratives in patients' EHRs can improve the accuracy
of diagnosis by finding hidden risk factors that are not easily measured
in routine clinical visits. We propose the Semantic Extraction and
Sentiment Assessment of Risk Factors (SESARF) framework, which not
only matches and maps the concepts of VTE risk factors but also finds
adjectives and adverbs that reflect the level of severity using a se-
mantic- and sentiment-based approach for analyzing the clinical nar-
ratives of electronic health records (EHRs) to predict a diagnosis of
8

VTE. The SESARF framework first detects VTE risk factors through
UMLS/MetaMap to extract signs and symptoms using semantic anal-
ysis and rules. Then, it assesses the severity level that is associated
with each risk factor by sentiment analysis of the clinical narratives in
the patient's record. The prediction classifier support vector machine is
trained with 120 clinical narratives from patient EHRs, of which 62 are
labeled as positive for VTE. Precision evaluation of our proposed al-
gorithms for semantic and sentiment analysis yielded precisions of
81% and 70%, respectively. SVM prediction through classification of
patients in terms of VTE yielded a precision of 54.5% and a recall of
85.7%.

The NLP approach, which uses semantic and sentiment analyses,
can identify a patient's likelihood of developing VTE early in the
process of diagnosis, to initiate treatment as soon as possible to pre-
vent fatality. Our proposed model contributes to the field of preventive
medicine by predicting the occurrence of first-time symptomless VTE
with high precision. Early prediction will prevent many patients from
suffering from a heart or brain stroke or a pulmonary embolism, which
can be fatal. This study highlights the possibility of preventing fatal-
ities due to VTE and reducing diagnostic errors that are caused mainly
by disregarding the clinical narrative portion of a patient's EHR. Our
predictive framework uses a combination of the latest technologies for
semantic and sentiment analysis, medical ontologies through UMLS
and a support vector machine for prediction through classification.
Our approach can also be applied to many other diseases and
contribute to clinical decision support systems by helping primary care
physicians provide a diagnosis. In addition to applying the same
approach to other diseases, our future work will include the prediction
of VTE location and type, such as DVT or PE, through a more extensive
analysis of risk factors and utilization of wearable body sensors for
collecting lifestyle data. Moreover, as scientists and physicians make
additional discoveries on linking risk factors, we plan to extend our
semantic enrichment rules according to additional evidence-based
knowledge on the causes and effects of risk factors and the combina-
tions of VTE risk factors.
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Appendix A
List of VTE main risk factors:

Obesity
Diabetes
Varicose veins
Hypertension
Long flights/rides
Cancer
Age
Hormonal therapy
Pregnancy
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Hyperthyroidism
Surgery
Trauma/Hospitalization
Immobility (bed rest)
Air Pollution
Heart disease
Hypercholesterolemia
Height
Postpartum
Contraceptive
Kidney disease
Alcohol abuse
Drug abuse
Smoking
Insomnia
Stress
Liver disease
Lymphoma
Anemia
COPD (Compulsive Obstruction Pulmonary Disease)
Thrombophilia (genetic disorder factor V Leiden, prothrombin gene
mutation G20210A, protein C and S deficiency, and anti-thrombin
deficiency)
Diet
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